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Observed Flow Compensation Associated with the MOC at 26.5°N in the Atlantic

Torsten Kanzow,1,2 Stuart A. Cunningham,3 Darren Rayner,1 Joël J.-M. Hirschi,1 William E. Johns,2 Molly O. Baringer,3 Harry L. Bryden,1 Lisa M. Beal,2 Christopher S. Meinen,3 Jochem Marotzke4*

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (MOC), which provides one-quarter of the global meridional heat transport, is composed of a number of separate flow components. How changes in the strength of each of those components may affect that of the others has been unclear because of a lack of adequate data. We continuously observed the MOC at 26.5°N for 1 year using end-point measurements of density, bottom pressure, and ocean currents; cable measurements across the Straits of Florida; and wind stress. The different transport components largely compensate for each other, thus confirming the validity of our monitoring approach. The MOC varied over the period of observation by ±5.7 × 10^6 cubic meters per second, with density-inferred and wind-driven transports contributing equally to it. We find evidence for depth-independent compensation for the wind-driven surface flow.

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (MOC) consists of a near-surface, warm northward flow, compensated for by a southward return flow at depth. Heat loss to the atmosphere makes the increasingly dense northward-flowing surface waters sink at high latitudes to feed the deep return flow (1). The vertical temperature contrast associated with this flow results in a northward heat transport of 1.3 × 10^15 W at 24°N (2), which noticeably moderates the Northeast Atlantic climate (3, 4).

Most of the observation-based estimates of Atlantic MOC strength are based on infrequently acquired zonal hydrographic sections. Because the frequency distribution of the MOC variability is unknown, long-term changes inferred from these snapshot sections (5) may not be representative. Basic MOC characteristics, such as magnitude and time scales of natural variability (6), response to local wind-stress forcing, or the relative importance of wind-stress and buoyancy forcing on subseasonal-to-decadal time scales (7, 8), have not yet been observed. Our ability to detect future MOC changes depends on the accurate quantification of the MOC’s spectral distribution and on understanding the physical processes involved.

We analyzed MOC variability on subseasonal time scales using a 1-year-long mooring-based volume-transport time series from March 2004 to March 2005, acquired in the framework of the rapid climate change/meridional overturning circulation and heat flux array (RAPID/MOCHA) experiment (9, 10). To compute the MOC, the zonally integrated meridional flow across 26.5°N as a function of depth (z) was observed. The backbones of this effort are moorings that measure full water-column profiles of density and ocean-bottom pressure at the western and eastern endpoints of the basin interior (Fig. 1) and on both sides of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) (fig. S2). The eastern-to-western boundary-density difference allows for the computation of the temporal evolution of the basin-wide integrated geostrophic-transport profile relative to 4820 dbar.

---

**Fig. 1.** Distribution of density (crosses) and bottom-pressure sensors (squares) of the RAPID/MOCHA moorings at the western and eastern boundaries of the subtropical North Atlantic near 26.5°N that are used for computing the zonally integrated meridional geostrophic flow. Direct current–meter measurements at the western boundary (circles) complement the observations in the upper part of the western-boundary continental slope. The location of the western- and eastern-boundary mooring sites and that of the Straits of Florida telephone cable can be seen in the insets. WBA, western boundary array; EB, eastern boundary.
(11, 12) [supporting online material (SOM)], referred to as internal transport ($T_{INT}$). We ignored the presence of the MAR in the calculations of the geostrophic flow; however, its effect is assessed crudely in the SOM. Zonal differences of bottom-pressure fluctuations between adjacent stations provide the temporally varying, zonally integrated reference-level contribution of the geostrophic flow (11, 12) (SOM), referred to as external transport ($T_{EXT}$). The meridional-transport profile over the continental slope west of mooring western boundary 1 (WB1) (Fig. 1, left)—hereafter referred to as western-boundary wedge transports ($T_{WBW}$)—was estimated from direct current–meter measurements (SOM). Gulf Stream transports through the Straits of Florida ($T_{GS}$) are monitored by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) submarine cable measurements (13) (SOM). The coast-to-coast integrated wind-driven Ekman transports ($T_{EK}$), confined to a thin layer at the sea surface, are derived from spaceborne scatterometry (14) (SOM).

The sum of $T_{EXT}$ (geostrophic reference-level contribution), $T_{INT}$ (relative geostrophic contribution), and $T_{WBW}$ yields the geostrophic mid-ocean transport fluctuations ($T_{MO}$) integrated across the transatlantic section, relative to a time-invariant offset (11, 15). Thus, when MOC variability is addressed, a time-variable flow adjustment is not required, in contrast to traditional hydrographic-section data analyses where mass conservation is imposed to derive absolute transports (3, 16). This gives us two alternative approaches to compute MOC fluctuations from the transport per-unit-of-depth profiles: $T_{INT}(z) + T_{EXT}(z) + T_{WBW}(z) + T_{EK}(z) + T_{GS}(z)$ and the traditional $T_{INT}(z) + T_{WBW}(z) + T_{EK}(z) + T_{GS}(z)$ mass-conservation constraint. Our observing system allows us to study: (i) the order of magnitude and time scales of MOC variability and (ii) how compensation of volume fluxes is distributed vertically and accomplished among the different transport components. As we show below, (ii) is a prerequisite for (i).

The fluctuations (time-mean–subtracted) of the vertically integrated profiles in Fig. 2A amounted to ±8.3, 12.6, 1.1, 4.4, and 3.3 Sv (17, 18) for $T_{INT}$, $T_{EXT}$, $T_{WBW}$, $T_{EK}$, and $T_{GS}$, respectively. Overbars denote transport integrated vertically over the entire depth range.) Assuming that mass is conserved across a transatlantic section, one would expect the different transport contributions shown in Fig. 2A to compensate for each other. As a first indication, $T_{INT}$ and $T_{EXT}$ display negatively correlated fluctuations on monthly time scales. On the other hand, on daily to weekly time scales, none of the contributions can possibly compensate for the large variability seen in $T_{EXT}$ (±8.0 Sv when applying a 10-day high-pass filter). Thus, in the high-frequency limit, zero net flow across the section is not a good approximation.

Because flow compensation for the different components occurs during periods longer than 10 days (fig. S1), we restricted the analysis to low frequencies by applying a 15-day low-pass filter to the transport components. After filtering, fluctuations amounted to ±7.4, 9.1, 1.0, 3.9, and 3.1 Sv for $T_{INT}$, $T_{EXT}$, $T_{WBW}$, $T_{EK}$, and $T_{GS}$, respectively. We observed a maximum negative correlation of −0.83 between $T_{INT}$ and $T_{EXT}$ at zero time lag. It appears plausible that random boundary-density fluctuations affecting $T_{INT}$, primarily caused by Rossby waves impinging onto the western boundary (6) or by boundary waves propagating southward, act to create a mass imbalance, whereas $T_{EXT}$, being composed of depth-invariant motions (SOM), responds quickly to maintain mass balance. $T_{MO}$ and the sum of $T_{EK}$ and $T_{GS}$ (referred to as western- and surface-boundary transport $T_{BOUND}$) display a negative correlation of −0.74 (ignoring the period from September to October 2004 when $T_{GS}$ was not measured) (Fig. 2B). The fact that $T_{MO}$ and $T_{BOUND}$ (being completely independent measurements) strongly compensate for each other demonstrates that our MOC observing strategy, using moorings at the section end points only to monitor $T_{MO}(z)$, is successful.

$T_{GS}$ and $T_{EK}$ are essentially uncorrelated (−0.04). However, compensation for both in equal shares is provided by $T_{MO}$, with each showing a similar amount of negative correlation to $T_{MO}$ (−0.61 for $T_{GS}$ and −0.55 for $T_{EK}$). $T_{EK}$ displays a weak but significant negative correlation (19) to $T_{EXT}$ (−0.32) and an insignificant correlation to $T_{INT}$ (0.05). Thus, compensation for $T_{EK}$ variability is primarily provided by $T_{EXT}$. Because the 2-month gap in $T_{BOUND}$ would have limited our analysis to 10 months, we filled the gap (Fig. 2B) by means of a linear regression between $T_{MO}$ and $T_{BOUND}$ (SOM).

There is a mass imbalance in the unconstrained total transport, defined as $T_{MO} + T_{BOUND}$ (Fig. 2B), although it amounts to only ±3.4 Sv, compared to ±4.9 Sv for $T_{BOUND}$ (leaving out the period from September to October). Uncertainties of the five measurement components yielding ±2.7 Sv (SOM) account for a substantial part of the imbalance. The remaining ±2.1 Sv (3.4 Sv − 2.7 Sv) of the imbalance may arise from deficiencies, such as the flow below 4820 dbar not being included in $T_{MO}(z)$ and the role of the MAR in possibly upsetting the balance between the coast-to-coast integrated meridional flow and the coast-to-coast pressure gradient not being assessed. Observed transport fluctuations through the Bering Strait (20) suggest that an imbalance of ±0.66 Sv across 26.5°N on intraannual time scales may exist.

We inferred MOC-transport variability from the vertical distribution of meridional-transport
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fluctuations. Over the 12-month period, the cumulative unconstrained total transport fluctuations (integrated upward from 4820 dbar to the sea surface) show fluctuations of $\pm 3.9$ Sv at 3600 dbar, have their peak value of $\pm 5.7$ Sv at 1040 dbar and reduce to $\pm 3.0$ Sv at the sea surface (Fig. 3). Given that we observed the maximum value near 1000 dbar, the transports integrated between 1000 and 4820 dbar will be referred to as MOC transports, following the traditional view that the MOC represents a two-layer flow. The small change in the cumulative transports at mid-depths (between 3600 and 1000 dbar) suggests that the MOC variability is dominated by near-bottom and upper-ocean contributions.

We computed the MOC variability using the traditional approach to infer MOC transports from hydrographic-section data (5, 16). Instead of using $T_{\text{EXT}}(z)$, we imposed an across-section zero-net-flow constraint at each time step by adding a depth-independent compensation. This allowed us (i) to estimate the relative importance of the density-inferred and locally wind-stress-driven contributions and (ii) to test the reliability of the traditional method by comparing it to the above unconstrained MOC estimate. To isolate the geostrophic contribution to the MOC, we assumed $T_{\text{EXT}}(z)$ to be time-invariant. Thus, we constrained the vertical integral of $T_{\text{INT}}(z) + T_{\text{WBW}}(z) + T_{\text{GS}}(z)$ to be zero at each time step (Fig. 3, light blue line) and referred to it as constrained total geostrophic transport, assuming $T_{\text{WBW}}(z)$ and $T_{\text{GS}}(z)$ to be largely in geostrophic balance. This MOC-transport contribution neglecting $T_{\text{INT}}(z)$ varies by $\pm 4.1$ Sv, peaking at 1160 dbar.

The constrained transport [zero-net-flow constraint imposed on $T_{\text{INT}}(z) + T_{\text{WBW}}(z) + T_{\text{EXT}}(z) + T_{\text{GS}}(z)$] displays an Ekman-induced strong increase in near-surface variability (Fig. 3, orange line) with a maximum value of $\pm 4.8$ Sv at 920 dbar. This amplitude and the gradual increase below the Ekman layer are similar to the unconstrained total transport. However, with only $\pm 2.3$ Sv at 3600 dbar, the cumulative constrained total transport shows a nearly uniform (rather than depth-intensified) increase between the bottom and the depth of maximum variability, as compared with the unconstrained transport. The fact that the peak-level amplitude of the constrained total flow is slightly less than that of the unconstrained total flow can partly be explained by having considered only the baroclinic flow between WB1 and WB2 in the constrained solution to simulate the traditional approach of inferring MOC transports (SOM).

For each of the cases, MOC-transport time series are computed (Fig. 4). The unconstrained MOC fluctuations (Fig. 4, black line) cover a range of 28.3 Sv. For the constrained total geostrophic (Fig. 4, light blue line) and total (Fig. 4, orange line) MOC contributions, the ranges are 21.8 and 24.7 Sv, respectively. The correlations between the unconstrained total MOC transport and the constrained total geostrophic and total MOC transport yield 0.60 and 0.82, respectively. Not only do the overall magnitudes of the unconstrained and constrained total transport variability agree (Fig. 4, black and orange lines), but their temporal evolutions are similar, too. Thus, deriving MOC variability from constrained flows [computed from continuous observations of $T_{\text{INT}}(z)$, $T_{\text{WBW}}(z)$, $T_{\text{EXT}}(z)$, and $T_{\text{GS}}(z)$] appears to be a reliable technique for periods longer than 15 days. Also, as noted earlier, $T_{\text{EXT}}$ shows a weak negative correlation to $T_{\text{EXT}}$. When including $T_{\text{GS}}(z)$ into the constrained solution [which excludes $T_{\text{EXT}}(z)$], the correlation between the resulting MOC transport and that from the unconstrained solution [which uses $T_{\text{EXT}}(z)$] increases. We therefore conclude that the depth-independent compensation for $T_{\text{GS}}(z)$ is partly contained in $T_{\text{EXT}}$ (7).

In conclusion, the section-wide integrated $T_{\text{INT}}(z)$ and $T_{\text{WBW}}(z)$ largely compensate for each other. This is strong evidence that the endpoint mooring approach to continuously monitor the MOC is valid. A net flow imbalance of $\pm 3.4$ Sv remains, which is mainly attributable to measurement errors of $\pm 2.7$ Sv. However, a time-variable transport imbalance of $\pm 0.66$ Sv may actually exist, associated with Bering Strait throughflow (20). The measurement uncertainty in MOC fluctuations should amount to only $\pm 2.0$ Sv and consequently be smaller than the top-to-bottom integrated $\pm 3.4$-Sv imbalance, because only the flow deeper than 1000 dbar needs to be considered (SOM).

During periods shorter than 10 days, fluctuations of $\pm 8.0$ Sv in $T_{\text{EXT}}$ remain uncompensated for. Recent evidence from $T_{\text{INT}}$ observed in an experiment at 16°N indicates that the high-frequency fluctuations exhibit spatial correlation scales of more than 1000 km (21). For the high-frequency flow to be unbalanced would require the average water-column height of the North Atlantic to fluctuate coherently by $\pm 2$ to 3 cm during periods <10 days for which indications have been found (22, 23).

At 26.5°N, much of the observed compensation of the (zonally integrated) flows is expected to take place close to the western boundary (24); however, this may not hold at other latitudes (11, 25).

Both the unconstrained and constrained total transports display maximum cumulative variability (from the bottom up to 1000 dbar) of $\pm 5.7$ and $\pm 4.8$ Sv, respectively, with the former showing near-bottom intensified variability resulting from zonally non-uniform contributions in $T_{\text{EXT}}(z)$ over variable topography (which the
Reduced Egg Investment Can Conceal Helper Effects in Cooperatively Breeding Birds

A. F. Russell,1,2† N. E. Langmore,3 A. Cockburn,3,4 L. B. Astheimer,5 R. M. Kilner6*

Cooperative breeding systems are characterized by nonbreeding helpers that assist breeders in offspring care. However, the benefits to offspring of being fed by parents and helpers in cooperatively breeding birds can be difficult to detect. We offer experimental evidence that helper effects can be obscured by an undocumented maternal tactic. In superb fairy-wrens (Malurus cyaneus), mothers breeding in the presence of helpers lay smaller eggs of lower nutritional content that produce lighter chicks, as compared with those laying eggs in the absence of helpers. Helpers compensate fully for such reductions in investment and allow mothers to benefit through increased survival to the next breeding season. We suggest that failure to consider maternal egg-investment strategies can lead to underestimation of the force of selection acting on avian cooperative breeders.

In cooperative breeding systems, offspring receive food from helpers in addition to their parents. Although parents can reduce the rate at which they feed their offspring in the presence of helpers, this reduction is usually incomplete, and so offspring receive more food when helpers are present than when they are absent (1). Given that offspring receive more food when also provisioned by helpers, it is currently unclear why many long-term studies have failed to detect helper effects on offspring growth and survival (2) or have detected only weak effects (3). This failure to document the benefits to offspring has prompted hypotheses proposing that helping behavior is an unselected consequence of physiological priming to provide care to begging offspring (4), is contingent on future reciprocity (5), or is a form of “rent payment” (6). These alternatives are problematic because helping has been shown to be costly (7) and strategically directed to maximize benefits (3, 8), cooperative breeding based on direct reciprocity is inherently unstable (9), and rent payment occurs under conditions that will be seldom met (10).

In cooperative breeding systems, securing and maintaining a breeding position is particularly challenging but offers substantial fitness benefits (11). Consequently, breeders might be expected to be under strong selection to reduce their investment in each reproductive attempt in order to increase the number of attempts that they can have in a lifetime. For example, one of the most commonly reported helper effects in avian cooperative breeding systems is load lightening, where breeding females reduce offspring provisioning with increasing helper numbers (1). Load lightening could also occur at the egg stage (12). However, despite growing evidence from noncooperative species that female birds can adaptively manipulate investment within eggs (13), this possibility has not been explored in cooperatively breeding species. Furthermore, hypotheses regarding such adaptive maternal egg investment typically predict that mothers should increase their level of within-egg investment when breeding in favorable conditions (14, 15). Yet it is also theoretically plausible that mothers breeding in privileged circumstances (in this case, with the benefit of helpers) might also benefit from reductions in egg investment, if the future fitness payoffs from doing so exceed the current fitness payoffs from increasing egg investment. If mothers reduce their investment in eggs when breeding in the presence of helpers, then any benefit that helpers might have on offspring condition and survival will be masked.
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